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Profit worksheet for kids

Shutterstock Once your child enters first and second grade, you can strengthen basic measurement skills with these free worksheets. She will have practice measuring in inches, centimeters, feet, yards, cups, quarters and pints. Monday, November 2, 2020 9:04 am PST by Juli CloverApple today
announced a third fall 2020 event, which will be held on Tuesday, November 10 at 10:00 a.m. at apple park campus in Cupertino, California. As with the September and October events that saw the debut of new Apple Watches, iPhones and other products, the November event will be digital only, with
Apple probably providing pre-recorded segments for each new product that will be... Foshan Haitian Flavouring &amp; Food Co. Ltd (603288.CN) (Outperform, CNY32.38, Oct.8, 2015) CAR Inc ( 0699.HK ) (Outperform, HKD11.98, Oct.8, 2015) China's growing young adults to contribute 35% to
consumption in 2020 China announced its single-child policy in 1979. Small princesses (born between 1985 and 1995) are growing up to become children from 20 to 30 years old. They are well educated, have a sustainable purchasing power and have a strong desire to spend on improvements. We
believe that this relatively prosperous young group is replenishing China's future middle class as the older low-income generation gradually eliminates. This age group is likely to contribute 35% to China's total consumption by 2020, up from 15% in 2014. Compared to other age groups, the generation
born between 1985 and 1995 'is more addicted to the Internet (above 60% of people born in the 1990s spend more than three hours surfing the Internet on smartphones), appreciate their own unique style (just as he is an important determining factor for spending), and spend more time and money on
entertainment and other enjoyable activities (games, travel, movies and meals). What and where, young adults buy Chinese consumers are moving away from traditional department stores and supermarkets to online stores. Nearly 50% of online shoppers are 20 to 29 years old. While clothing, digital and
supermarket remain the most popular categories for online shopping, we see the growing demand for online shopping for travel products (flight, hotel and tours) and entertainment (tickets for movies and shows). Changes in the buying behavior of Chinese consumers, China's strong O2O companies, and
the sharing economy are reducing barriers to entry and creating huge business opportunities for young players to take over the young adult portfolio share. However, they are also partially destroying the competitive advantage of traditional companies in distribution, in our view. We believe that the winners
(1) build a compelling 'young' brand with innovative designs (i.e. Rio, Three Squirrels, UPC and Anta), (2) provide a pleasant consumer experience (i.e. Alibaba, JD, Ctrip, VIP and CITS), and (3) benefit from a business model that leverages the shared economy (i.e. Didi/Kuaidi and CAR). this one that
means traditional companies (i.e. Tingyi, Want Want and Belle) are losing momentum for growth. Aging: Risks and Opportunities The age group over 60 will account for 25% of China's total population by 2030, meaning that China will take nearly 15 years to reach ageing levels in the United States and
France in 2014. This suggests great demand potential for healthy foods, anti-aging products/services, travel and elderly care products. In addition, parents of those born in 1985-95 are richer than the older generation, given their high proportion of savings, and the free apartment and health coverage
centers of SOE employers who are partially responsible for the financial burden of the only child in the family. Our best selections to play the theme We measure the long-term attractiveness of 21 consumer subsectors from the angles of demand growth, supply-demand dynamics, overcapacity,
concentration, consolidation potential, driving forces, profitability and cash flow quality. We like e-commerce, sportswear, travel, condiments and car rental. Our best selections to reproduce the theme are: (1) JD (product authenticity, superior delivery services and category expansion to drive growth); (2)
Anta (moving towards a healthy and relaxing lifestyle), (3) CITS (the only national tax franchise operator), (4) Haitian (60% fast-growing restoration sales); and (5) CAR (car leasing, a new lifestyle service product in China; a proxy of investments in the car-sharing business). Our least favorable actions are:
Li Ning, Kelon-A, SaSa, CMD, Tingyi, Hisense, Bright, Belle, Fenjiu, Wumart and Want. JD.com: JD, China's second-largest B2C player, is China's second-largest B2C company (19% share versus T-mall's 61% in 2014), well positioned to benefit from the change in consumption behaviour of Chinese
young adults and the strong development of the sector (46% CAGR over 2013-17E). JD differs in: (1) 100% product authenticity guarantee; 2) Fast, accurate and consistent delivery; and (3) good price. Its unique internal logistics system is the basis. JD promises to deliver the next few days or half a day
in more cities than in its peers. The shopping experience is highly valued by its target customers, who care about the authenticity of the product and are less price sensitive. We believe that JD would develop storage capacity with its market suppliers would accelerate market growth and drive improved
profitability. This differentiation will meet the consumption needs of young Chinese adults. Key catalysts are (1) the consumers' preference for authentic products; (2) a strong boost in sales in the market; (3) improved margin and early balance; and (4) M&amp;A and strategic alliance. Anta: On horseback
with the growing demand for sportswear Anta, the national sportswear brand No. 1 in China, has continued to gain market share in recent years. Based on the trend of lifestyle change and the younger mix of consumption, Anta is one of the first drivers to catch up on opportunity and react. React. the
company has focused on final demand and increased R&amp;D, which implies the flexibility of its management and the spirit of innovation. We believe that the new series of running shoes that are equipped with high-tech features and capture diversified demand would be a new focus on the future to
come. Key catalysts are (1) continuous R&amp;D and new product launches, especially a strong new promotion of running shoes in 2H15; 2) a solid growth of Row of likely increase in retail revenue of more than 60% with margin improvement; and 3) possible M&amp;As. CITS: The only national tax-free
CITS operator is the only nationally licensed tax-free store (DFS) operator in China. China's rights franchise segment will grow along with (1) improving infrastructure (airport coverage), (2) a strong outgoing trend (20-30% growth) and government support, awaiting a new policy release each year. Young
tourists (key catalysts of age are (1) granting Beijing Airport to open the tender before the end of the year, expecting an additional contribution of 10-20% to revenue at least; (2) SOE reform: will stand out by the end of the year. Haitian: 60% sales in the Haitian fast-growing catering sector is the largest soy
sauce company in China, with a market share of 16% (compared to 14% combined market share of the top 2-5 players). The brand has a 60-year heritage. Nearly 60% of Haitian sales and profits come from corporate customers in the catering industry, compared to competitors Jonjee and Jiajia's
Compared with other age groups, young adults in China dine more and cook less at home. The rise of the younger generation is driving restoration growth: catering retail sales recovered in 1H15 from the anti-corruption impact (15%/16% year in 1Q15/2Q15 versus 9-10% in 2013-14). Key catalysts
include: (1) increased sales growth, (2) the success of new product launches; and (3) ASP walks. The main risks include: 1) food safety; (2) inflation of input costs; and (3) a slower consumption update. CAR: A proxy for investments in car-sharing business carcopa is China's largest rental company with
more than 30% market share, benefiting from strong growth in the Chinese car rental market (27% CAGR over the next five years, improving the affordability of younger consumers and changing lifestyles). CAR has 10% capital investment in UCAR. UCAR is doing auto-sharing business, contributing 35%
of CAR's revenue/earnings. UCAR currently operates 27,000 vehicles and with 35,000 vehicles by the end of 2015, according to our report published On the Fast Track: 1H15 adjusted earnings of up to 66% over 44% rental income growth on August 29. This compares to car's 55,000 ST rental fleet size.
UCAR's valuation doubled in almost two months (from US$1,250 mn in July 2015 to US$3,550 mn in September 2015), at the back of its strong fundamental improvement (daily travel, number of customers, repeated consumption, ticket size, discount and profitability), according to our published report
Hertz sells 2.5% of old shares; UCAR's UCAR's more than double in about two months on Sep 17. Key catalysts are (1) higher-than-expected demand for private car service and (2) stronger government demand. This is an excerpt from a longer credit suisse research report by analysts Kevin Yin, Eva
Wang, Simon Sun, Sophie Chiu and Isis Wong. The companies mentioned in Hot Research are topics of research reports recently issued by investment firms. Their opinions do not in any way represent those of the share prices of Barrons.com or Dow Jones &amp; Company, Inc. at the time the report
was issued and the date of the report is in parentheses. To be considered for this feature, please send material asiaresearch@barrons.com Comments: Email online.editors@barrons.com online.editors@barrons.com
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